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Traackr an industry leader in search analytics.



A SAAS Solution For  
Influencer Marketing

Traackr provides a Software-as-a-Service 
(SaaS) solution that enables organizations to 
scale influencer programs by consolidating 
discovery, management and analytics in a 
single enterprise-ready system-of-record.

Elasticsearch is the analytics backbone 
that powers all of Traackr’s real-time 
search capabilities and advanced reporting 
analytics. Maintaining a highly-available 
search cluster that can scale to suit our 
data growth and functional needs is crucial 
to the success of our business. Creating 
resilient and fault tolerant workflows for 
integrating our data into Elasticsearch 
ensures customers always have access to 
the information they need.

We started working with Elasticsearch 
almost a decade ago (on version 0.9 to 
be exact!) and have gained considerable 
knowledge and experience along the 
way. The Elasticsearch codebase and 
community has matured considerably 
since then and there exist a plethora of 
online resources around best practices and 
technical how-tos.

Traackr’s search architecture has 
continuously evolved over the years and 
one particular resource we drew inspiration 
from was an Elastic.co article around 
performing zero-downtime upgrades. It 
aligned with several key principles we follow 
at Traackr (e.g. monitoring, measuring 
success, A/B testing, etc.) but also made 
us think more critically about the workflows 
for how we integrate Elasticsearch into our 
overall architecture.

The goal of this paper is to explore 
how Traackr’s unique architecture - via 
the lens of a cluster migration - allows 
us to guarantee high availability in our 
search ecosystem with minimal or no 
downtime to our end-users. We will be 
using our team’s recent major upgrade to 
Elasticsearch version 7.17 as a use-case 
for walking through our migration strategy 
and how it aligns with our architecture and 
approach for measuring success.
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Cluster Topology and Schema Overview

Primary Index

Our primary search index is where we store Influencer documents 
and all their related content. Influencers have basic metadata 
about them (e.g. name, bio.) and various aggregated statistics. In 
addition, we track content for all influencers in our database, which 
get modeled and stored as Post documents. Posts contain title and 
text fields that are analyzed for use in keyword-based searches and 
also contain various engagement metrics (e.g. likes, shares) for use 
in aggregations.
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Reporting Indices

We also have many reporting indices - 
allocated on dedicated nodes - to power 
advanced reporting analytics. Reports 
are typically generated via large sets of 
boolean keyword queries and a complex 
set of filters. Influencers and posts are 
identified via the primary search index and 
then run through a custom ETL pipeline 
that categorizes, enriches, and stores this 

data in Elasticsearch. Index aliases are used 
when searching a particular report, which 
simplifies the search logic as the client does 
not need to know which underlying index 
the report data is stored on. Also, since 
reporting data often powers aggregation-
heavy search requests, we allocate more 
heap to the shard request cache on 
reporting nodes.

Powering By Design

It is important for our customers to be able 
to discover Influencers talking about their 
brand online (using simple keywords or 
complex boolean expressions) and to be 
able to track the performance of sponsored 
Influencers (e.g. which influencer has the 
highest engagement).

One of the key aspects of our schema 
design that powers these capabilities is 
the parent-child relationship between 
Influencer and Post documents. Influencer 
documents are assigned as the parent 
in this relationship and post documents 
are assigned as the children (where posts 
are joined to a single parent Influencer). 
This relationship allows us to build rich 
search queries for searching and scoring 
Influencers in complex ways, all of which are 
leveraging the join query in Elasticsearch.

In addition, because parent/child 
relationships shape how data is routed 
in Elasticsearch - i.e. all child documents 
must live on the same shard as the parent 
document - it allows us to efficiently route 
queries in particular use-cases.
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Three Pillars

To guarantee a highly available Elasticsearch 
cluster, resiliency in our data indexing workflows, 
and the ability to make large-scale topology and 
schema changes consistently and predictably, 
Traackr subscribes to the following three pillars.

1. 
EVENT-BASED 
ARCHITECTURE

2. 
DATA 
PORTABILITY

3. 
MONITORING 
& MEASURING 
SUCCESS
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Event-Based Architecture

KEY TAKEAWAYS

• Event-based architecture 
promotes a loosely coupled 
microservice architecture with 
increased data resiliency.

• Use an intermediary to write 
data directly to an Elasticsearch, 
specifically one that is backed by 
a durable event log.

To begin, ask yourself the following 
questions:

• Is the data stored in Elasticsearch the 
“source-of-truth” (i.e. can’t be found or 
derived from any other data sources)?

• Is the data stored in Elasticsearch 
derivative of some upstream “source-of-
truth” data sources?

From our research at Traackr and 
discussions with other Elasticsearch 
users, most types of data being stored in 
Elasticsearch are forms of derivative data. 
This is not a surprise since Elasticsearch 
does NOT support transactions out-of-the-
box. We are no exception at Traackr - the 
data we store in Elasticsearch is derivative 
of various upstream “source-of-truth” data 
sources that get mapped and combined 
into various documents.

While the architecture outlined below is 
emphasized for derivative data, we’d still 
recommend it even if Elasticsearch is being 
used as the primary “source-of-truth” 
data store for better data resiliency and 
recoverability.

In a microservice-oriented architecture, many services will be 
writing transactional data to some database, a subset of which 
you may send to Elasticsearch for your business analytics needs. 
However, if each microservice is writing data directly to your 
Elasticsearch cluster, you are subject to the following:

• Sub-optimal indexing behavior if lots of microservices are 
making lots of small indexing requests. Recall Elasticsearch 
recommends leveraging bulk indexing to reduce overhead and 
greatly increase indexing speed.

• Increased risk of derivative data becoming out-of-sync if the 
cluster becomes unhealthy and writes start failing. In the case 
of Elasticsearch being used as the primary “source-of-truth” 
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data store, it’s an increased risk of permanent data loss if the 
data can’t be recovered elsewhere.

• Less flexible workflow when replicating indexing writes across 
new cluster setups.

Furthermore, we don’t want each service to implement its own 
set of retry logic for how to handle possible indexing failures with 
Elasticsearch as this leads to an architecture of tightly coupled 
systems. The primary responsibility of each service is to manage 
its own data and access to it. While downstream consumers might 
integrate a service’s data for specific use-cases, the service itself 
should not have to be knowledgeable of those integration details.

To solve these concerns, we recommend an event-driven 
architecture for managing indexing requests to your  
search cluster.
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Traackr leverages Amazon MSK for 
implementing our event-driven architecture, 
which provides us with a highly-available 
Apache Kafka service (via a clustered setup) 
for storing events. Apache Kafka serves 
as an intermediary for facilitating data 
workflows between producers & consumers 
and is backed by a durable, transactional 
event log with built-in replication. Each 
Kafka topic is configured with a message 
TTL policy for controlling how long its data 
is retained and Amazon MSK gives us the 
added benefit of auto-scaling to meet extra 
demand for data processing and storage.

Services can send events manually to a 
Kafka topic (e.g. when a record is changed 
or a condition is met) and products like 
Kafka Connect can be used to automatically 
sync a database source with a Kafka topic 
(e.g. in the case of simple insert/update 
Db actions). At Traackr, we leverage both 
strategies for sending data to Kafka as it 
gives us greater flexibility in specific  
use-cases.

This architecture results in data workflows 
that are more resilient to failures. On the 
consumer side, when the bulk indexing 
request succeeds, we send a manual 
acknowledgement to Kafka so that the 
consumer’s offset now represents its last 
successfully processed message from 
the topic’s event log . In the failure case 
when the bulk indexing request fails (e.g. 
Elasticsearch is not in a healthy state or 
a temporary network failure), we log the 
failure and let the exception propagate. 
In doing so, the consumer will retry the 
same batch of events (starting from the last 
successful offset), with some backoff delay 
between each failure.

In the case of maintaining multiple clusters 
during a migration (represented by the 
blue/green consumer model in the diagram 
above), each cluster can receive indexing 
requests via its own dedicated Kafka 
consumer. This allows us to easily replicate 
indexing writes across clusters since 
consumers (and their event log offsets) are 
independent of one another.
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Data Portability

In order to execute predictable and 
consistent cluster migrations, you must 
know how long it will take to restore and 
reindex your data. Unexpected delays at 
this stage could lead to an increased risk 
of downtime to your users. Furthermore, 
without this knowledge, you run the risk 
of not being able to sync your new cluster 
with indexing events published after the 
restoration point. Recall, in the previous 
section, the data in the Kafka indexing 
topic only lives up to a certain amount of 
time; so it’s critical those indexing events 
are retained for at least the time window of 
your cluster migration or your new cluster 
will never be able to properly “catch-up” to 
the existing state.

RESTORE

Restoring data via a pre-existing snapshot is 
the easiest step in a cluster migration. And, 
as a friendly reminder, read the Snapshot 
Index Compatibility matrix to make sure 
you can restore data from an older cluster 
version to a new cluster version.

For much greater throughput in restoring 
data on your new cluster, increase the 
cluster setting indices.recovery.max_
bytes_per_sec from the default “40mb” 
to “500mb” (or whatever is best for your 
hardware). Your new cluster isn’t doing 
anything else so give more bandwidth 
to your nodes (just remember to change 
it back at some point in the future). In 

addition, in the  _restore command, set 
the refresh interval to -1 and the number of 
replicas to 0 for better overall performance.

After you’ve restored the data on the new 
cluster, each restored index has the same 
number of shards and the same mappings / 
settings as the original index. 

However, in order to make changes to 
the number of shards, index mappings, 
or certain index settings (e.g. analyzer/
tokenizer definitions), you will need to re-
index the restored data to a new index via 
the Elasticsearch Reindex API

KEY TAKEAWAYS

• Understand the Elasticsearch 
levers that control data 
restoration and reindexing speed.

• Dedicate a special node for 
executing and coordinating 
parallel reindex requests.
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REINDEX

The Reindex API is the mechanism for 
copying documents from one index to 
another. While the API is pretty simple 
to use, there are important things to 
understand that impact the overall 
performance of the reindexing process

For starters, follow Elasticsearch’s 
recommendations for boosting indexing 
speed in general, such as disabling 
replication on the new index and setting the 
refresh interval to -1.

Next, the Reindex API supports slicing, 
which allows us to parallelize the reindexing 
process and dramatically improve 
the overall time it takes to complete. 
Elasticsearch recommends setting the 
number of slices (i.e. concurrent indexing 
threads) based on the number of shards in 
your target index, which we have found to 
be a good rule of thumb to follow.

In addition, if you are adjusting your 
mapping definitions in a way that requires 
you to rewrite the source document (e.g. 
combining two fields into one field), then 
you’ll want to utilize a stored script to 
reference in your _reindex request. You 
might be tempted to just inject the script 
_source into the _reindex request, but 
that adds overhead to each processing 
thread to parse and compile the script 
source.

Finally, it is critically important that you 
understand who is coordinating the 
_reindex request. A few years back, we hit 
an unexpected throughput bottleneck when 

trying to reindex a large volume of restored 
data on a new cluster. Our initial tests were 
promising but when we ran the _reindex 
process in actuality, the overall time to 
completion was ~3x slower than expected . 
We discovered that the node coordinating 
the _reindex request had its CPU pegged 
due to the concurrency factor.

So we highly recommend that you spin 
up a specialized coordinating node (or 
temporarily beef up one of your master 
nodes) that has enough CPU and memory 
to coordinate the _reindex requests with 
the desired amount of concurrency (in 
general, the reindex process is more CPU 
bound than memory bound, so don’t worry 
too much about the later). If you are using 
EC2, the general purpose instance types 
(e.g. M5) work great as coordinating nodes 
as they offer a great mix of vCPU and 
memory resources.
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Measuring & Monitoring Success

KEY TAKEAWAYS

• In order to measure the impact 
of your search migration, you 
must have monitoring in place 
to collect key resource and 
functional metrics across services.

• Collect as much data as possible 
to help track utilization and 
performance changes in your new 
cluster.

With any major migration, it’s critical that 
you are able to observe the impact of the 
changes introduced and how they will 
positively (or negatively!) impact your end-
users. For instance, it’s a bad assumption 
that every major version upgrade will 
benefit your specific usage of Elasticsearch. 
We are long-time users of Elasticsearch and 
the performance of parent-child queries 
was negatively impacted when migrating to 
versions 1.x and 2.x, which had an impact 
on some of our functional workflows. 
Knowing this up-front would have saved us 
a lot of time and head-aches!

MONITORING

Before we can measure success, we need to ensure we 
have a solid framework for monitoring our systems.

Traackr has made a significant investment in improving 
observability in all areas of our ecosystem. Each service is 
responsible for recording their own resource and functional 
metrics, which can then be visualized and monitored. 
Traackr utilizes the following open-source tools to facilitate 
end-to-end monitoring:

Telegraf   
A metrics collection agent

InfluxDB   
A time-series database 
for querying metrics and 
alerting

Grafana   
Visualization tool for 
graphing metrics & data
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Each node in our Elasticsearch cluster runs 
a Telegraf agent for collecting various 
system and service metrics that are sent to 
InfluxDB. We can then visualize and monitor 
our cluster health and drill-down on specific 

metrics for nodes, indices, etc. for further 
insights. In addition, since all of our services 
funnel metrics into InfluxDB, we can 
correlate spikes in search performance and 
load to specific users or system activities.

MEASURING SUCCESS

Once monitoring is in place, we can then 
measure the performance of our new 
Elasticsearch cluster and whether we’ve 
successfully met our goals.

After restoring and reindexing your data 
on the new cluster, you’re left with a cluster 
that isn’t doing much. At a minimum, you’ll 
either want to send a certain percentage 
of search traffic to the new cluster or 
replay search traffic against the new cluster 
to “simulate” load. There are plenty of 
solutions available for load-balancing traffic 
across various services as well as open-
source tools for replaying traffic. (We are 

fans of this open-source tool). At Traackr, 
we’ve gone even one step further and built-
in the ability to control search traffic for 
specific users and accounts across different 
environments, which has been instrumental 
in allowing us to conduct A/B testing 
between clusters.

Once the new cluster is under comparable 
search load to the old cluster, we can 
then measure the performance impact of 
the search migration. Some key aspects 
to focus on, but not limited to, are node 
health metrics (e.g. CPU Usage, Disk 
IO), JVM health metrics (e.g. garbage 
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collection times), search and indexing 
performance metrics, thread pool 
utilization (e.g. queued and rejected 
requests), and caching statistics.

Furthermore, not all search requests are 
created equal. While the metrics exposed 
via the Elasticsearch APIs are great, they 
are rather low-level and don’t distinguish 
between the various types of queries your 
application might generate. For instance, 
perhaps some functionality utilizes heavy 
nested aggregations vs. other functionality 
that is doing simple search querying against 
non-analyzed fields.

That is why we highly recommend 
instrumenting your client code - i.e. code 
making search requests to Elasticsearch 
on behalf of the user - with functional 
metrics measuring the overall search time 
tagged by various dimensions (e.g. type 
of search, context, etc.). This will allow you 
to get better performance data around 
your application’s search functionality and 
to be able to graph and monitor it more 
granularly.
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Traackr Migration to 
Elasticsearch Version 7.17

Recently this year, Traackr’s Engineering team 
completed a major Elasticsearch migration from 
version 6.8 to version 7.17. This effort also involved 
scaling our search infrastructure to accommodate 
higher data growth and achieve a more sustainable 
shard size across our data nodes.

Execute cluster migration of 6B+ 
documents and 300+ indices in under 
24 hours.

  Target met

No downtime to our end-users & 
business.

  Target met

Reduce utilization metrics (CPU, load, 
Disk IO) by 50% on primary index 
data nodes.

  Target met

Reduce average response time of 
parent-child searches by 25%.

  Target exceeded

Reduce average response time of 
content aggregation searches by 33%.

  Target exceeded

Increase hit-to-miss ratio by 20% for 
query and request caches.

   Target missed
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Stages

PREP & SETUP DATA RESTORE  
& CATCH-UP

TESTING

 1-2 Hours  18 Hours  1-2 Hours

Spin-up new ES cluster 
on v7.17 using Terraform 
& Ansible

Perform snapshot of 
existing cluster

Record timestamp marker 
of last Kafka indexing 
event to be included in 
snapshot

Restore snapshot (~30 
minutes)

Re-index restored data 
to new indices (~16 
hours). We dedicated a 
beefed-up coordinating 
node to handle the 
reindexing process with 
a concurrency factor of 
over 40

Catch-up new cluster 
with any indexing events 
produced after the 
snapshot was taken (~1-2 
hours)

Both clusters are in-sync 
and receiving indexing 
requests via two separate 
Kafka consumers

Conduct A/B testing for 
functional regressions. 
Pinned search traffic on 
separate environments to 
different clusters

Begin to shift more 
search traffic to new 
cluster and monitor key 
resource metrics

Once we felt confident 
there were no major 
performance or functional 
regressions, we switched 
all search traffic to 
the new cluster and 
continued to monitor
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Post-Migration Follow-up

After the migration was complete, we left 
the old cluster up-and-running for about 
24 hours in case of an emergency roll-back. 
After that time, we stopped writing data to 
the old cluster and then proceeded to tear 
it down. We still retained all the old cluster 
metrics in InfluxDB to compare against the 
new cluster.

Parent-child searches avg. 
response times before & 
after 1 month.

Content aggregation 
searches avg. response 
times before & after 1 
month.

After about a week of running all search 
activity against the new cluster, we then 
performed a deeper examination of the 
new cluster’s metrics to gauge whether we 
met our target goals for the migration. We 
then shared these insights with our business

Overall, we saw significant benefits in 
migrating to our new search cluster and 
were able to communicate clear benefits 
to our business and end-users. Hopefully, 

we will be undergoing another search 
migration later this year to Elasticsearch 
v8.0 to take advantage of some new ML 
(machine-learning) features, so stay tuned!
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